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DefinitionsDefinitions

�� Definitions of Definitions of Global VillageGlobal Village on the Web:on the Web:

�� The world shrunk by communication technology to a village (Marshall McLuhan).The world shrunk by communication technology to a village (Marshall McLuhan).
siliclone.tripod.com/books/history/H111.htmlsiliclone.tripod.com/books/history/H111.html

�� Global village is a term, coined by Marshall McLuhan in his book The Gutenberg Global village is a term, coined by Marshall McLuhan in his book The Gutenberg 
Galaxy, describing how electronic mass media collapse space and time barriers in Galaxy, describing how electronic mass media collapse space and time barriers in 
human communication, enabling people to interact and live on a global scale. In this human communication, enabling people to interact and live on a global scale. In this 
sense, the globe has been turned into a village by the electronic mass media. sense, the globe has been turned into a village by the electronic mass media. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_villageen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_village

�� Global Village takes us to the far corners of the globe where we will discover that the Global Village takes us to the far corners of the globe where we will discover that the 
world really is an amazing place. world really is an amazing place. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Villageen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Village

�� Global Village is an entertainment program on the Radio One and Radio Two Global Village is an entertainment program on the Radio One and Radio Two 
networks of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, hosted by Jowi Taylor. It is networks of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, hosted by Jowi Taylor. It is 
heard on the Radio One network between 8:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. local time on heard on the Radio One network between 8:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. local time on 
Wednesdays, or 8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Newfoundland, and on the Radio Two Wednesdays, or 8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Newfoundland, and on the Radio Two 
network between 6:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Eastern Time on Saturdays. The program network between 6:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Eastern Time on Saturdays. The program 
is also heard over Radio Canada International. ...is also heard over Radio Canada International. ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Village_(radio_show)en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Village_(radio_show)



Marshall McLuhanMarshall McLuhan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_McLuhanhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_McLuhan



Facts and figures about the Global Facts and figures about the Global 

VillageVillage

http://education.vsnl.com/ishika/global.hthttp://education.vsnl.com/ishika/global.ht
mlml

http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Students/bhttp://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Students/b
as9401.htmlas9401.html



Teaching and learningTeaching and learning

�� http://research.haifa.ac.il/~jmjaffe/macamhttp://research.haifa.ac.il/~jmjaffe/macam
98.html98.html

http://www.global-english.com/



�� Integration of EIntegration of E--Mail and "Chat Groups" in the Mail and "Chat Groups" in the 
ClassroomClassroom

�� http://www. stolaf. edu/network/iecc/discussion/classroom. http://www. stolaf. edu/network/iecc/discussion/classroom. 
HtmlHtml

�� The Role of Instructional Technology in the "Communicative" Foreign Language ClassroomThe Role of Instructional Technology in the "Communicative" Foreign Language Classroom
�� When the word "technology" is mentioned along with language teaching, teachers often feel intimidated, imagining When the word "technology" is mentioned along with language teaching, teachers often feel intimidated, imagining 

that perhaps their employment is somehow threatened and that being replaced by computerthat perhaps their employment is somehow threatened and that being replaced by computer--assisted reaming looms assisted reaming looms 
on the horizon. No doubt some administrators may have this in mind when they fund pilot programs which have a on the horizon. No doubt some administrators may have this in mind when they fund pilot programs which have a 
technological basis, yet, teachers should not fear, since language is a social phenomenon and as such will always need technological basis, yet, teachers should not fear, since language is a social phenomenon and as such will always need 
to be taught with the social dimension only made possible by meaningful personal interaction in the classroom. The to be taught with the social dimension only made possible by meaningful personal interaction in the classroom. The to be taught with the social dimension only made possible by meaningful personal interaction in the classroom. The to be taught with the social dimension only made possible by meaningful personal interaction in the classroom. The 
real presence of teacher and students in the classroom setting cannot be replaced by technology, but the language real presence of teacher and students in the classroom setting cannot be replaced by technology, but the language 
teacher who does not utilize technology in the classroom will, in all likelihood, be replaced by the language teacher who teacher who does not utilize technology in the classroom will, in all likelihood, be replaced by the language teacher who 
does.does.

�� The best way for a student to learn a language has always been to travel abroad for a "total immersion" experience, The best way for a student to learn a language has always been to travel abroad for a "total immersion" experience, 
which should be structured. Yet, since most students are unable to do this, technology can play a critical support role. which should be structured. Yet, since most students are unable to do this, technology can play a critical support role. 
Technology can serve to increase the learner's contact through a wide variety of authentic materials within the Technology can serve to increase the learner's contact through a wide variety of authentic materials within the 
traditional framework. Foreign countries and their cultures can cotraditional framework. Foreign countries and their cultures can co--exist with the learner in the virtual, or electronic, exist with the learner in the virtual, or electronic, 
classroom. Far from eliminating the role of the teacher, the electronic classroom presents a challenge to determine classroom. Far from eliminating the role of the teacher, the electronic classroom presents a challenge to determine 
how the teacher can inform learners of what works or what does not work in the electronic classroom.how the teacher can inform learners of what works or what does not work in the electronic classroom.

�� Provides discussion of projects and interactions possible by eProvides discussion of projects and interactions possible by e--mail between classrooms, centering around specific mail between classrooms, centering around specific 
projects.projects.

�� http://www.itp.berkeley.ehttp://www.itp.berkeley.e



Teaching and LearningTeaching and Learning

��Integration of EIntegration of E--Mail and "Chat Mail and "Chat 
Groups" in the ClassroomGroups" in the Classroom

��Interactive whiteboard with Interactive whiteboard with 
internetinternetinternetinternet

��School web sitesSchool web sites

��Online teaching tools like TEFLOnline teaching tools like TEFL

��Video links to other classrooms Video links to other classrooms 
over the world.over the world.


